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We are preparing to go back into the office for the first
time in almost 2 years. In that time, a lot of things have
changed. While some might say we are seeing the light at the
end of the tunnel, President Johnson once said “Light at the end
of the tunnel? We don’t even have a tunnel; we don’t even know
where the tunnel is." Sometimes, I think we all feel that way lately.
So much has changed since the pandemic started. When it began,
I am sure that we could have looked for that light in the tunnel.
However, with all the ups and downs, changes, and challenges that
we have all endured, I think we might say that we don’t know
anything about the tunnel. We will find our way as we navigate back.

If we think 2 years ago, we were all in the office, the field, or a lab,
with minimal telework. During the pandemic, a good number of
employees have been able to work from home while some of our
work force continued working daily at their designated duty stations.
As we transition to returning to the office, we will continue to
experience changes, as some will telework multiple days a pay period,
others will be remote, and others will continue as they have been. We
will continue to work on how to interact and engage to accomplish
the mission.
Two years ago, we had to rethink, automate, and visualize some of
the work processes that had been around for years. These processes
helped to achieve our goals and objectives. In the 2 years of the
pandemic, we have re-imagined the way we all do things from
onboarding new employees to how we all communicate with one
another. In just 2 years, we quickly transitioned from conference calls
to video calls as a preferred method of communicating.
Two years ago, we trained and developed employees in person in a
classroom setting. Now, we have tools that allow us to participate
virtually while still maintaining the ability to have separate discussions
utilizing breakout sessions and brainstorming using white board
technology.
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Two years ago, HRD spent a lot of time doing things manually. In that short time, HRD advanced its ability
to use tools to help us report the status of everything from awards to performance processing. We have
dashboards that have been adopted as best practices throughout the Department. We automated
sending out notifications to employees, such as sending out 12,000 position notification letters in 2 days
this past November.
Two years ago, we were not quite aware of how the COVID-19 virus was spread and how to contain it.
Now we know about mask wearing, washing hands, vaccinations, booster shots, and social distancing.
While we may not know if we are in a tunnel or not, I think that it really does not matter. What we have
learned is about the resilience of our workforce. We have shown our creativity and ingenuity. We have
shown that we can achieve change at a rate greater than what has been seen in the past. We have
also shown that we get the work done! I am proud of the effort of all MRP employees and how resilient
we have proven to be.
While I welcome the future and the great things that I am sure will be ours as we define our new
“normal”, I do not want us to forget those sacrifices that everyone has seen in the past 2 years. COVID
was a pandemic that devastated all our lives. Some of our MRP work family were stricken with the
disease with some not surviving it. We cannot forget those sacrifices as we work back to normalcy.
There is a saying that those things that do not kill us, makes us stronger. These 2 years have made us
stronger. We have not been defeated by this pandemic.
Usually, we try not to be so philosophical in this Director’s Corner; however, as we move towards
normalcy, starting with getting back into the office, I feel a sense of hope that we are beginning our new
normal.
As we begin this pathway, remember the lessons that we have learned. Embrace those new processes
that we have tried in the last 2 years. Begin to enjoy the increased interaction between ourselves but stay
diligent. COVID can still throw a punch or two. Remember all that we have learned in keeping the virus
at bay.
Terri Meighan and I look forward to seeing each of you in person or on screen soon. Keep working
towards that new normal. Stay safe.

Ayanna Hook

Ayanna Hook, HR Deputy Director
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Guidance on using the Enterprise Performance
Management Application (ePMA) System
By Becca Meyer (Rebecca.Meyer@usda.gov, 612-336-3426),
Gwen Montgomery (Gwen.Montgomery@usda.gov, 301-851-2928),
and Ina Dean (Ina.Dean@usda.gov, 612-336-3439)

What should I do if I am experiencing issues accessing ePMA?
If you are receiving an “Access Denied” message or are otherwise
unable to open ePMA to complete actions on your performance
plan or on plans for supervised employees, the most common issue
is either the link/browser being used and/or needing to clear the browser cache. If you have only been
issued iPhone/iPad devices and do not have a Government-issued laptop, this may be the cause of your
access issue and your supervisor may need to sign the plan on their behalf in ePMA.
Step 1 – Clear Cache in Chrome:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Click the Chrome menu on the browser toolbar (three vertical dots on the right side of the toolbar).
Click More Tools.
Click Clear Browsing Data.
In the dialog that appears, select the check-boxes for the types of information that you want to
remove. Make sure Browsing history, Download history, Cookies and other site and plugin data,
and Cached images and files boxes are checked.
5. Use the drop-down list at the top to select the amount of data that you want to delete.
Select beginning of time to delete everything.
6. Click Clear Browsing Data.
Step 2 – Try again with a fresh browser and using either of the direct links below:
• https://usdamrp.connecthr.com/
• https://ehrapps.usda.gov/
If you are still unable to access ePMA after attempting the troubleshooting steps above, please email
HR.System.Access@usda.gov with details about the specific issue you are experiencing.
Continue reading on next page…

Persons with disabilities who need program information in alternate
formats (braille, large print, audiotape, etc.) should contact USDA's
TARGET Center at (202) 720-2600 or 844-433-2774 (voice and
TTY). https://www.targetcenter.dm.usda.gov/
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When will employee position information update in ePMA?
Changes to an employee’s position title, duty station, grade level, rating official, etc. will typically
update in ePMA 3-4 weeks after the effective date of the personnel action affecting the changes.
Some personnel changes in ePMA may be waiting to be accepted by the supervisor before applying in
the system. Supervisors can check this and accept changes by following this step-by-step guide:
https://ehrapps.usda.gov/epma-wiki/employee-management/ready-update-alert/
In addition, a newly hired employee will not appear in ePMA for 3-4 weeks after the effective date of
his/her appointment. Supervisors should create a plan outside of ePMA initially to be in compliance with
the current policy of issuing a performance plan within the employee’s first 15 days. The supervisor can
then create the employee’s performance plan in ePMA as soon as possible after he/she appears on the
Supervisor’s dashboard. The elements and plan information can be copied and pasted from the PDF
version created within the first 15 days into ePMA. This policy around issuing a plan within 15 days is
being revisited and may be revised in the future.
How do I obtain a copy of my performance appraisal in ePMA?
Performance appraisals will now be available to employees in ePMA, starting with the FY21 appraisal
cycle. To download a copy of your performance appraisal, select the Plan Year you need from the
dropdown and then click the blue Download button.

Performance appraisals from ePMA have flat signatures (typed appearance) rather than PIV card
signatures. Will MRP Human Resources (HR) staff accept this for Merit Promotion job applications?
MRP HR staff are aware of this change in appearance and will accept the flat supervisor signatures and
dates on these performance appraisals to meet the requirement of submitting a signed appraisal with an
application.
For more information on ePMA functionalities and navigation, please visit the ePMA Job Aids and Training
Videos page: https://ehrapps.usda.gov/epma-wiki/
For ePMA access or system issues, please contact HR.System.Access@usda.gov
For Performance Policy questions, please contact Lynn Doetschman at Lynn.H.Doetschman@usda.gov
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Onboarding Buddies in USA Staffing

By Andrea Opitz (Andrea.Opitz@usda.gov, 612-336-3424)
and Becca Meyer (Rebecca.Meyer@usda.gov, 612-336-3426)

A new way to collect day-one paperwork and track New Hire progress.
Say goodbye to hard-copy day-one paperwork!
Pay period 05 (February 27th - March 12th, 2022) marks the first pay period ALL New Hires that onboard in USA
Staffing completed their day-one paperwork with an Onboarding Buddy. The Onboarding Buddy process
rolled-out in phases since August 2021. APHIS and AMS programs were added to the new process during
one of the phases. Since August 1, 2021, 341 New Hires successfully onboarded using the new Onboarding
Buddy process. Since pay period 05, all APHIS and AMS programs are utilizing the new Onboarding Buddy
process. Please note that seasonal temporary excepted service appointments are still managed outside of
USA Staffing and follow the manual day-one onboarding process.
What is an Onboarding Buddy?
An Onboarding Buddy is someone in the New Hire’s program that helps New Hires complete the day-one
forms. The day-one forms include the Declaration for Federal Employment (OF-306), Oath of Office (SF-61),
and Employment Eligibility Verification (I-9). An Onboarding Buddy can be the first-line supervisor,
administrative support staff, resource management staff, or anyone else who would normally be responsible
for assisting the New Hire with completion of the day-one forms that are submitted to Human Resources for
processing the personnel action. Assignment of the Onboarding Buddy role will vary by program because
of the difference in program size, resources, and organizational structure. An Onboarding Buddy may also
be someone in the program assigned to track New Hire progress. The Onboarding Buddy will be given a
limited access role to the USA Staffing onboarding system to perform onboarding duties.
Onboarding Buddies are
valued members in the New
Hire onboarding process.
The main responsibility for USA
Staffing Onboarding Buddies is
to complete the day-one
forms collected on a New
Hire’s first electronic forms
submission using USA Staffing.
The Onboarding Buddy
process allows for the day-one
forms collected by the
program on a New Hire’s first
day to be completed through
a system process. The
Onboarding Buddy process
offers convenience and
security to the day-one form
collection using the USA
Staffing system.
Continue reading on next page…
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Onboarding Buddies streamline the form collection process.
The following features reduce paperwork processing and give
programs more control over managing the New Hire progress and
Day-one forms required by Human Resources.
• Electronic signature – The onboarding forms collect an
electronic signature from the New Hire and Onboarding Buddy
without the use of a PIV card.
• PII security – The forms are stored securely in the USA Staffing system managed by the Office of
Personnel Management (OPM).
• Tracking New Hire progress – The Onboarding Buddy access grants users the ability to monitor and
track real-time pre-employment and day-one activities for New Hires. The Onboarding Buddies can
view New Hires assigned to the program organization level(s) that they have permission to view.
• Human Resources assistance – Human Resources is here to support the Onboarding Buddies’ efforts
and answer questions. For USA Staffing system assistance, please contact
Andrea Opitz, Andrea.Opitz@usda.gov or Rebecca Meyer, Rebecca.Meyer@usda.gov
A message to Supervisors/Hiring Managers - know your Onboarding Buddies!
Human Resources staff will contact the New Hire’s Supervisor/Hiring Manager to confirm the Onboarding
Buddy contact when the start date is being established. Supervisors/Hiring Managers, please be ready to
respond to the question, who will be the Onboarding Buddy contact for the New Hire? Plan and prepare
to have a back-up Onboarding Buddy assigned if needed. Those providing back-up Onboarding Buddy
support should have USA Staffing access and review training materials in advance of a New Hire’s start
date.
The New Hires and Onboarding Buddy tasks in USA Staffing may vary.
The assigned New Hire tasks and Onboarding Buddy tasks will vary based on the New Hire’s prior federal
employment history. A New Hire that is brand new to Federal service will need to complete all day-one
forms compared to a current agency employee who may only need to complete one day-one form.
Regardless, the Onboarding Buddy will always need to verify the New Hire arrived for their first day of duty
in the USA Staffing system.
Onboarding Buddy Information and Training Resources:
The APHIS Onboarding Buddy Resources web page has additional information and step-by-step guides
for the New Hire and Onboarding Buddy. There is also a link to a short video that demonstrates how to
complete the Onboarding Buddy tasks in USA Staffing: Onboarding Buddy Resources web page
Need USA Staffing Onboarding Buddy user access?
Please click here to access the request form: USAS Access Form-Onboarding Buddy
Completed access request forms can be emailed to: HR.System.Access@usda.gov
Onboarding Buddies should login into USA Staffing at: www.USAStaffing.gov at least once every
30 days to keep their account active.
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Qualifying for Positions

By Brandon WongParker (Brandon.WongParker@usda.gov, 612-336-3278)

In Human Resources, we post multiple
positions daily to https://www.usajobs.gov/
As Federal employees, we are all
encouraged to apply to positions
that interest us.
Will you qualify for the
position? Let’s explore
some of the requirements.
There are some
positions that have an
education requirement. These positions have duties that cannot be performed by an individual unless
he/she has completed the required education. For example, if an applicant applies to a GS-7 position
in the 0401-job series, he/she must include proof that the education requirement was met. Please refer
to the information in the Qualification section of the vacancy announcement.
The vacancy announcement will also include the minimum qualifications of a position. If an applicant
applies to a GS-9 position within the 0401-job series, there are additional qualifications that must be
met. Please see the table below for the experience/education qualifications.

To qualify for a GS-9 position within the 0401-job series, the applicant must have either 1-year
equivalent experience to the GS-7 grade level OR 2 years of progressively higher-level education
leading to a master’s degree, etc.
The requirements of each position may be different, so please pay close attention to the Qualifications
section of the announcement. This will highlight whether a basic requirement is needed, outline the
specialized experience, and whether there is an education substitution for that particular position for
that grade/series.
If you have questions when applying for a job, please contact your Servicing Staffing Specialist,
or contact the MRPHelpline at MRP.Application.Help@usda.gov
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Make your Position Descriptions work for you
By David Zingler (David.L.Zingler@usda.gov, 612-336-3297)

In the large bureaucracy we work in, things can get REALLY
complicated. Here’s how to use your Position Descriptions (PDs) to
keep it simple.
Think Big Picture, Long Term
PDs are meant to be general and give management flexibility. The Performance Plan is designed to
provide clarity.
Try to keep the language in the PDs general; use terms like “Agency systems”, “Agency policy”, “client
agencies” or “stakeholders”, etc. Save the more specific terms for the employee’s Performance Plan.
Refrain from using the duty location or very specific organizational language. This keeps the PD current
longer and allows for use for multiple incumbents.
Before you send to Classification
When a PD is submitted to Classification, it should be your final draft. Ask yourself if updates are
substantive enough to submit for Classification review. Minor updates, like the type listed above, don’t
impact the classification, and can be captured in the employee’s Performance Plan.
If the PD is updated or based on another PD, “track-the-changes” and let your classifier know. If it’s a
new position, an Organizational Chart helps, too. The more information your classifier has, the better.
By following these tips, your PDs will be classified faster, the entire recruitment process will be quicker,
and you’ll have more time for other work.
Have questions? Contact your servicing Classification Specialist
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Reading your W-2

By Amber Bullard (Amber.N.Bullard@usda.gov, 612-336-3617)
and Kris Wagner (Kristine.L.Wagner@usda.gov, 612-336-3317)

Reading your W-2 can be confusing
so here is some guidance on how this
can be done. When doing this, you’ll need
two things: Your current W-2 and the last
Statement of Earnings and Leave (SEL) that fell
within that tax year. In most cases, that will be from
pay period 25 of that year.
Please note: Tax years do not go by the pay period year; they
go by the official payday. For example, pay period 26 is worked
in December, but the official payday isn’t until January. So the
pay received in January will be included on that year’s W-2 even
though the hours worked were in December.
Completing the three steps below verifies that your Social Security wages have been reported
correctly on your W-2 for that tax year.
1. Locate the pay period 25 SEL gross earnings [year-to-date YTD)]. Then look at the total health
benefits (FEHB, vision and dental) deducted (year-to-date). The total amount of those deductions
should match block 14 [NT (Non-Taxable) Health Benefits] on your W-2.
2. Subtract the YTD health benefits (FEHB, vision and dental) from the YTD earnings, and that total
should match the "Social Security wages" found on the W-2 (block 3).
3. Deduct any Flexible Spending Accounts (FSA), Dependent Care or Health Savings Account (HSA)
contributions to match the “Social Security wages.”
a. FSA and Dependent Care amounts are indicated in block 10.
b. HSA amounts are indicated in block 12 with a “W” in front of the amount.
Traditional Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) is shown differently on the W-2. TSP is indicated in block 12 with a
“D” in front of the amount. This amount is deducted from the Social Security wages and is indicated
in block 1, which is reported as taxable income to the Internal Revenue Service.
ROTH Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) is also shown differently on the W-2. ROTH TSP is indicated in block 12
with an “AA” in front of the amount. This amount is not factored into blocks 1, 3, or 5 on your W-2, but
is required to be reported when filing your taxes.
The following guidance below only applies to those who hit the maximum Social Security wages in
a tax year.
If an employee hits the maximum Social Security wages, block 3 will be capped at the tax year’s maximum
Social Security wages. Block 5 figures are then calculated using steps 1 through 3 above. Please note that the
maximum Social Security wages change each tax year.

For more information on your W-2, please refer to the instruction pages included with your W-2.
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APHIS’s redesigned Leadership
Development Programs are here!

By Lara Boeck (Lara.J.Boeck@usda.gov, 301-851-2092),
Tracy Greene (Tracy.L.Greene@usda.gov, 301-851-2359),
and Kayte Williams (Katherine.C.Williams@usda.gov)

The Center for Training and Organization Development (CTOD) and it’s
Leadership Development Branch’s vision, strives to bolster a diverse and
inclusive workforce of skilled leaders who are passionate about serving and leading others.
Will you help us get there?
• Do you want to make a difference?
• Do you want to move into a position of greater influence?
• Do you have a direct report with high potential?
Our intensive, 9-month development programs are designed
to build leadership skills and competencies to strengthen the
leadership pipeline in APHIS. The future includes a strong framework
of continual learning, alumni opportunities, and support from senior leadership.
Programs are targeted to specific employee levels:
Advanced Leadership Development Program (ALDP) is for those who officially supervise others and
want to become a manager or build their managerial skillset. (Exceptions to the supervisory
requirement may be made on an individual basis for non-supervisors who have positions of Agencylevel influence.)
Intermediate Leadership Development Program (ILDP) is for those who lead teams or projects and
want to become a supervisor, or take on increased responsibilities.
Foundational Leadership Development Program (FLDP) is for those who want to lead teams and
projects and build their influence.
Program Dates
• ALDP runs May 2022 through February 2023. Application period opens March 2022.
• FLDP runs June 2022 through March 2023. Application period opens April 2022.
• ILDP runs July 2022 through April 2023. Application period opens May 2022.
How do I learn more?
• https://usdagcc.sharepoint.com/sites/aphis-svc-ctod/
LeaderDev/SitePages/Leadership-Development-Programs.aspx
• Watch for email announcements
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APHIS Coaching Program:
What can a coach do for you?

By Sue Bernstein (Sue.Bernstein@usda.gov, 301-851-2878)
and Kieran McAuliffe (Kieran.McAuliffe@usda.gov, 301-851-2931)

March 2022 brings us to the 2-year anniversary of the start of the
Covid-19 pandemic, and the start of a new year gives us an opportunity
to reflect on the many changes that have come our way, assess how we have
responded to the changes, and reimagine what we want for the future. How have the events of the
last 2 years impacted your goals? Are you, like so many, experiencing burnout? If so, what coping
strategies are you using, and how are they working? (Refer to APHIS Employee Burnout Tips and
Resources issued by Mr. Kevin Shea on January 27, 2022.)
Evidence shows that one of the best ways to face challenges during times of transition is to work with a
coach. A certified coach can help you accelerate your performance or reach a desired change in
your life and career. A coach can help you gain self-awareness, clarify your goals, and unlock your
potential to create positive change within and around you in a transformational way.
Here’s what some of your APHIS colleagues have said about working with a coach:

“Personal growth,
greater satisfaction with
life, and better
productivity are the
inevitable consequences
of this. The agency
would benefit greatly if
everyone had and
applied these skills.”

“By documenting
my journey, I see that I
contribute a lot to my
organization… My
coaching experience
will help me the rest of
my life.”

“This was a great service
that I wish had been
available to me as a kid
and young adult. Great
tools for addressing
challenges were offered
in a very supportive
environment and these
are tools that I will
continue to use on a
daily basis.”

Are you ready to accelerate your self-awareness and ability to create positive change? Coaching is
currently available to APHIS employees at all levels. For information about working with a coach and
how to get started, visit the APHIS Coaching Program SharePoint page here for details, including this
short video What is coaching? that describes the many benefits of coaching. If you have any
questions, please contact APHIS Coaching Program Co-Managers Kieran.McAuliffe@usda.gov or
Sue.Bernstein@usda.gov
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Federal Academic Alliances

By Sue Bernstein (Sue.Bernstein@usda.gov, 301-851-2878)

OPM partners with a growing number of colleges and universities to
offer educational opportunities to employees at reduced tuition rates.
This program is a benefit that employees can take advantage of at their
own pace to pursue or enhance their education. Tuition discounts range
from 5%-70%, and some of the agreements extend benefits to family members.
The goals of these partnerships with colleges and universities are to:
•
•
•
•
•

Address current Governmentwide and agency-specific skills gaps
Support career development of Federal employees
Provide greater opportunities for Federal employees to obtain college degrees,
certificates, and/or college credits
Provide this opportunity with colleges and universities that offer an online component
to address our worldwide workforce
Provide current college students with a greater understanding of the Federal Government

Participating colleges and universities offer programs that address some of the Federal Government’s
mission-critical occupation skills in the areas of Acquisition, Human Resources, Financial Auditing,
Economics, and Information Technology with an emphasis on Cybersecurity, and Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM). For more information about the Academic Alliance and the 266
participating colleges and universities and the discounts offered, visit the following page from the OPM
website: Federal Academic Alliance - Training and Development Policy Wiki
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